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           constellation
GMC-3GUPXD

The UPXD 3G constellation is a broadcast quality video processing unit having quad channel up/down/cross converter with frame synchronizer supporting 
formats up to 3G-SDI (1920 x 1080) per channel. This constellation is designed for applications that require dependable broadcast quality up/down/cross 
conversion and frame synchronization with full audio processing capability. The included scalers allow for spatial conversions of the video signals including 
a versatile Region of Interest (ROI) selection. High-performance deinterlacers are also provided for two of the processing channels for the conversion of 
interlaced video signals. 

A bi-level SD reference signal, as well as a tri-level HD reference signal, can be used to synchronize the video signals. A timed reference output (SD or 
HD) is also provided.  Input for processing and the output, both can be BNC, Fiber or HDMI. Multiple additional processing features allow for adjustments 
of the video content: gain, hue, etc. A basic test pattern generator is also available per channel providing the most common line & fill patterns like color 
bars, pathological test patterns, full filed colors, etc.  

The extensive audio processing capability de-embeds all audio as well as providing support for one MADI input and output and four external audio inputs 
or outputs which individually can be configured to be analog (balanced) or digital (AES) interfaces. Multiple internal crossbars allow for extensive audio 
shuffling including the MADI streams. It also provides two Dolby E® decoders, Dolby E® synchronization, full audio processing as well as multiple adjustable 
user delays for audio and video.

The greenMachine titan hardware comes with a fully featured local control interface with an LCD which displays image previews and audio level meters of 
the processed video paths in addition to the graphical user interface.

This greenMachine 3GUPXD constellation is also supported by the Nova controller which enables the module to be remotely controlled and monitored 
via third party master control software.

Description

Dual 3G Up/Down/Cross Converter + Dual Scaler 
for greenMachine titan

The greenMachine approach is unique. The hardware itself is a powerful general purpose audio and video processing appliance that can  
perform many different functions using one of the available greenMachine configurations (constellations). Each constellation includes a 
combination of processing functions to perform high level processing including FS, UPXD, HDR etc. 

The greenMachine Dual 3G UP/Down/Crossconverter + Dual Scaler 
Constellation is for deployment on the greenMachine titan HW platform.
Below you can find some basic information about the greenMachine titan. 

For more information about the greenMachine titan please visit: 

                               www.lynx-technik.com

greenMachine titan
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s 3G Scaler
The Scaler is a high quality spatial converter with powerful Region of Interest (ROI) selection and scaling.

DeInterlacer (only on channel 1 and channel 2)
The De-Interlacer will perform broadcast quality deinterlacing for incoming interlaced SD and HD video 
formats and applies motion adaptive filtering resulting in superb image quality.

Frame Synchronizer
The Frame synchronizer utilises an external Ref. with a robust “flywheel” function for synchronization of SDI 
sources up to 3G-SDI. All embedded audio is extracted and delayed automatically to match the video 
processing delay, then embedded via a matrix into the SDI output.

3G Level A/B 
This provides automatic detection of 3G-SDI level A or Level B inputs and can convert a 3G Level A input 
signal (acc. to SMPTE ST425-1/4:2:2, 10 Bit) into a 3G Level B Dual Link output signal, or vice versa.

Embedding / De-embedding 
A high quality multi-format audio embedder and de-embedder which can access all audio channels in 
the input SDI channel(s), shuffle and embed them in to the output(s). It can also embed DolbyE™ signals 
which in conjunction with the Frame Synchronizer will always maintain the guardband. It is also possible to 
incorporate separate AES and/or analogue audio inputs and outputs.

Basic Audio & Video Test Generator 
The test generator is a basic audio & video test signal generator with a wide range of still video test 
patterns. It can be configured to work in conjunction with the Frame Synchronizer to output a test pattern 
on TRS errors.

Audio Processing
Each mono audio channel has gain adjustment, mute, inversion and stereo to mono mix-down. In addition, 
each mono channel has silence and overload monitoring as well as a 1 kHz test signal.

Dolby E® Decoder
Two Dolby E® Decoder can be used to decode all 8 audio channels contained in a 
Dolby E® stream. The Dolby® metadata can be mapped to VANC acc. to SMPTE 2020-
3 and SMPTE 2020-2.

MADI In/Out
This provides a MADI input and output. All incoming MADI signals are routed to teh 
internal audio crossbar. The outgoing MADI signal can be completely re-arranged in teh 
internal audio crossbar.

MetaData Management 
The MetaData function manages the embedded metadata of the video signals. Time Code, Closed 
Captions and Teletext can be monitored and/or converted.

Video Adjustments
Video Adjustments include saturation, gain, black and hue adjustments, blanking interval deletion, and 
more.

Color Matching
This feature provides gain and offset adjustment for:
Red, Green, Blue, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black.
This makes it the ideal tool to correct the color balance of monitors for example.

Timing 
Each video and AES audio channel can be individually delayed. The available video delay per channel is 
30 frames, the available audio delay is 1.3 seconds per AES audio channel.

Nova Controller (included in basic GM Hardware)
This adds full SNMP v2 as well as LYNX IP remote control protocol. Mini-Nova also includes 
CustomControl which enables the user to design customized control panels for a computer or an iPad, 
giving simplified direct access to user selected parameters. CustomControl is particularly useful in live 
environments where instant access to a regularly used set of parameters is required without the distraction 
or risk of accessing all the system settings.

GMC-3GUPXD
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GMC-3GUPXD

Functional Diagram 
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Options

GMC-3GUPXD
    titan

Connections

Ordering Information
GMC-3GUPXD      Dual 3G UPXD + Dual Scaler    EAN: 4250479326521 
RFR6000  1 RU 19” Rack Mount Chassis  EAN: 4250479324466
RXT6001   Rack Frame Extension for RFR6000  EAN: 4250479326507
R PS 6120 EU  Desk Power supply with EU cord  EAN: 4250479324343
R PS 6120 UK  Desk Power supply with UK cord  EAN: 4250479324350
R PS 6120 US  Desk Power supply with US cord  EAN: 4250479324367

© 2019 LYNXTechnik AG

Supported SDI Formats
SDTV Formats 525 / 59.94Hz

625 / 50Hz

HDTV Formats 1080i / 50Hz                    
1080i / 59.94Hz
1080i / 60Hz
1080p / 23.98Hz
1080p / 24Hz
1080p / 25Hz
1080p / 29.97Hz

1080p / 30Hz
1080psf / 23.98Hz
1080psf / 24Hz
1080psf / 25Hz
720p / 23.98Hz
720p / 24Hz
720p / 25Hz

720p / 29.97Hz
720p / 30Hz
720p / 50Hz
720p / 59.94Hz
720p / 60Hz

3GBit/s Formats
Level A and B

1080p / 50Hz
1080p / 59.94Hz
1080p / 60Hz

RFR 6000 - 1RU 19” Rack Mount Chassis
The RFR 6000 is a compact 19” rack mounting solution occupying 1RU 
of vertical rack space. It can be configured to accommodate one or 
two greenMachines. In either configuration the RFR 6000 also provides 
innovative mounting options for one or two of the external RPS 6120 
“brick” power supplies both of which can be securely mounted within the 
19” 1RU footprint.

RPS 6120 - Redundant Power Supply
Each greenMachine includes the RPS 6120 primary power supply, an external desktop “brick” style power supply. An optional 
second power supply can be added for redundant protection. The greenMachines support seamless auto changeover between 
primary and redundant power supply. LEDs on the front control panel of the greenMachine hardware indicate the status of the 
supplies.

RXT 6001 - Rack Frame Extension for RFR 6000
The RXT 6001 is a compact and flexible rack extension for RFR 6000. It 
can be setup to hold up to four RPS 6120 power supplies. For optimum 
placement within an equipment room, greenMachine hardware can be 
mounted in a 19” rack enclosure, the RFR6000 1RU rack frame option.


